then what is the best upper bound C n (/i, p) for the partial sums \sn(f', x)\ ^ C n (ju, £), (w^l), under the assumption (1.3)? It is known that the sequence {C n } is bounded (cf. Szâsz [5] , [ó] );f hence l.u.b. C w (ju, £) = C(ju, p) is finite. For p = 0 the author [9] proved recently that Note that for any p >0, we have s n (pf; x) = ps n (f; x), which gives the relation pC n (ix, p) = C n (pfx, Pp), (P^Q, P>0), and in particular 
forw=l, 2, • • • , and £/£ 1} = ^Eo^~Eo* /^=^£7 n--Eo*'^> or
We get similarly
This reduces to (2.3) for K = n, whereas for K = 1 it yields
n + 1 1 We are using in addition the fact that the assumption where <r n = (l/w)23o s", and 'an is the corresponding mean for the conjugate series. In view of (2.1) the last inequalities can be written as 
is monotonically increasing, and Tnîl ~ log 2 = 0.30685
j>/w «/1 # 4. Estimates for ZH a "i» ZH^"I> an(^ related sums. In view of (2.1) the inequalities (2.8) can be written as
where w" is a" cos *>#+&" sin J>X or b v cos ^x -a" sin vx> respectively. In particular, for x = 0, we have Zi^+Zn+i (2n-p)a v <Z4 : n/w 1 (n^2), and |ai| ^4/7r; hence
We now assume £ > 0 and }'
}'
Again from (4.1)
?
[December n ^ 1, w è 1.
hence 5^w+i (2w-^)a^»(4/x+/>). But from (4.2) we have (2n-v)
Using again Lemma 1, we get ,. ,
We now assume for a given integer N that
and suppose that
then from (6.1), for Z>1, we have
Furthermore |a" | -a y^ 2^>/Ï>, 0>=1, • • • , N); hence using (6.4) we obtain
Similarly, assuming (6.5)
we get, for />1,
A simple calculation yields «£? 2/ ~ y 1
We have thus proved the following theorem :
THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions (2.6), (6.2), (6.3), and (6.5) we have, for />1, X = l, 2, 3, • • • ,
where v v stands for \a v \ or \b v \.
Formula (6.6) remains true also for 1 = 1.
7.
Further estimates for partial sums. Assuming (2.6) we get, from (2.4) and (2.7), , , 2n 1
where u v means a v cos vx, b v sin Ï>X, or a v cos *># + &" sin PX. Replacing in (6.6) I by K and X by n -K+1, we get
hence, using (6.6) and (7.1), we obtain 
